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	jQuery Mobile is a new, simple to use, UI framework for building cross-platform Mobile

	Web applications. In a matter of minutes, you can create mobile applications (apps) that

	are optimized to run on nearly every phone, tablet, desktop, and e-reader device

	available today. That’s right, with a single jQuery Mobile codebase we can create a

	unified experience for nearly all consumers. jQuery Mobile is an ideal framework for any

	Web designer or developer who needs a simple framework for creating a rich mobile

	Web experience. The experience also extends beyond the Web. jQuery Mobile apps can

	also be compiled with hybrid techniques for distribution within your favorite native app

	store. As we begin our journey, let's review the important features that make jQuery

	Mobile unique.

	You need to build an app, and you need it to run everywhere. And you need it now! jQuery Mobile gives you the ability to write once and run everywhere using jQuery and jQuery UI. Pro jQuery Mobile will teach you how to create themable, responsive, native-looking applications for iOS, Android, Windows Phone, Blackberry, and more.

	
		Discover what sets jQuery Mobile apart from other mobile web development platforms
	
		Walk through practical examples of jQuery Mobile features, including design elements and event handling
	
		Dig into the jQuery API, integrate web services, and learn how to publish to app stores with Phone Gap



	jQuery Mobile is a framework for delivering cross-platform mobile web applications with a unified interface. jQuery Mobile combines responsive layouts with progressive enhancement to render the best possible user experience from a single code base. With Pro jQuery Mobile, you'll be creating amazing mobile apps in no time.


	What you’ll learn

	
		Unique features of jQuery Mobile
	
		jQuery Mobile core features, including page structure, navigation, and form elements
	
		The entire jQuery Mobile API, including data attributes, methods, and events
	
		How to apply jQuery Mobile to specific cases, including iOS and Android apps
	
		How to publish your apps to app stores via PhoneGap
	
		Integrating web services and Google Maps into your jQuery Mobile apps



	Who this book is for


	Mobile developers who want to master jQuery Mobile and build cross-platform mobile web applications from a single code base.


	Table of Contents

	
		Why jQuery Mobile?
	
		Getting Started with jQuery Mobile
	
		Navigating with Toolbars
	
		Form Elements and Buttons
	
		Presenting Lists of Information
	
		Formatting Content with Grids and CSS
	
		Creating Themable Designs
	
		jQuery Mobile API
	
		Working Effectively with Services
	
		Distributing jQuery Mobile Natively with PhoneGap
	
		Finding Your Way with Google Maps
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The Graphic Designer's Business Survival GuideAMACOM, 2012

	Graphic design is a crowded, highly competitive world. And it takes a lot more than raw talent and technical ability to make it as an independent designer. Successful graphic designer and entrepreneur, Larry Daniels exposes the weak spot of so many: the critical business side of running even a one-person design firm. Designers often...
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Chemistry: The Molecular Nature of Matter and ChangeMcGraw-Hill, 2020

	
		Chemistry: The Molecular Nature of Matter and Change by MartinSilberberg and Patricia Amateis has been recognized in the general chemistrymarket as an unparalleled classic. The revision for the ninth edition focusedon continued optimization of the text.  To aid in this process, we wereable to use data from literally...
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Building Wireless Community Networks, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2003
Building Wireless Community Networks is  about getting people online using wireless network  technology. The 802.11b standard (also known as WiFi) makes  it possible to network towns, schools, neighborhoods, small  business, and almost any kind of organization.  All that's  required is a willingness to cooperate and...
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Adobe InDesign CS2 @work: Projects You Can Use on the JobSams Publishing, 2005
Adobe InDesign CS2 is a powerful, but complicated, page layout technology. Sure, learning how to use the various tools and techniques is important, but what you really need and want to know is how to put those tools and techniques to use to complete projects at work. That's where Adobe InDesign CS2 @...
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Reactive with ClojureScript Recipes: Functional Programming for the WebApress, 2017

	Use ClojureScript to create powerful serverless Web applications that are responsive and engaging. This book presents Reactive recipes with Reagent, a ClojureScript reactive framework, to create interactive applications. 


	Throughout the book, Reactive with ClojureScript...
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Coding Projects in PythonDK Children, 2017

	Using fun graphics and easy-to-follow instructions, this straightforward, this visual guide shows young learners how to build their own computer projects using Python, an easy yet powerful free programming language available for download.


	Perfect for kids ages 10 and over who are ready to take a second step after Scratch, Coding...
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